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For Coaches: How To Master Killer Copy Headlines And Have
Customers Consistently Lining Up To Work With You In 5 Easy
Steps

THE PULLING POWER OF GOOD COPY HEADLINES
In in this guide, my goal is to help you unleash the power of your niche by creating killer
copy for your headlines for your sales pages, optin pages, video case study pages; in fact
everywhere you can imagine. The idea is you filter out and pull in the “RIGHT” audience &
attract your clients with ease.
This will massively help your business grow believe me. But, be aware and mindful to the
fact that only a certain percentage of your
audience is ready to buy at any one time –
typically that is 3%.
BUT, even though it seems low at 3%, if
you learn the skills of creating killer copy
for headlines and content, you will also pull in others who are damn interested but not quite
ready yet. These others “build” up over time on your email lists, as friends on Facebook etc.
If you keep watering the garden and nurturing these people over time through thought
provoking and useful content such as emails, content online etc., you will that find that
some of these others eventually join your program. Over time, they will have learnt to grow
trust in you.
On top of that, once you start getting transformations for others and displaying these
results online, you will also find these others naturally drawn to you and buy into your
services.
So now without any further ado, let’s crack on but before I dive into “The 5 Easy Steps to
create killer Headline copy!” for your business, I want to give you just a quick background.
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A Quick Background
I remember back in July 2018, I attended a 2 day workshop on Internet Marketing & The
Power of Course Creation & Webinars with the successful Steve & Corrina Essa (the sister of
Mark Anastasi who wrote “Laptop Millionaire”). It was at The Hilton Hotel in Paddington.
Having been obsessed with all forms of Digital
marketing for such a long time and the
psychology of selling online, I attended a lot of
workshops and always invested heavily in
training.
To my surprise on the very first day, they were
running a workshop competition on who could
create the most compelling headline and subject matter (that was in relevant to the niche
you were in and where we had achieved results). Whoever wanted to enter out of the
workshop attendees could enter and all the others (who did not want to enter) voted in
their favourite.
The winner was going to be chosen to do a Joint Venture webinar with Steve Essa the very
next morning broadcast live throughout the world! This up and coming webinar was to be
broadcast out to his list and they were going to be invited to sign up.
Did I enter? Of course I was going to enter – this is what I LOVE with a passion. So I created
my killer copy headline and approx 15 of us stood up and recited our headline copy to the
audience in front of us. I was voted in 1st to run a Joint Venture webinar the very next day
with Steve Essa! I was SO excited and naturally a little nervous as I had prepared nothing!
So the JV webinar with Steve Essa himself was marketed that very day to their email list
inviting his subscribers to attend from all over the world at 10am the very next morning UK
time.
This JV webinar revolved around my headline & subject matter and at the end, ultimately
selling a course on the subject for $297 and I had not even created the webinar yet let alone
the course!. OMG I had 1 day to at least get the slides for the webinar done!!
I spent all day madly creating the slides in Powerpoint and boy was I pushed for time.
Knowing a fair bit about the structure of webinars and the dos and don’ts, I rattled it off
pretty quickly (basic though it was in the time allowed). I could not sleep that night as I have
never done anything so “off the cuff” and unprepared and my mind was buzzing. I had 3
hours sleep!
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Even though I have presented in front of big audiences before, I have had time to prepare
and be ready…not this time!
Next day, coffee kept me going! Steve Essa introduced me on the webinar to his invited
audience all over the world as well as the 40 people sat watching in front of me in the
workshop. I could either sink and crumble OR rise to the challenge! I kept thinking of my
husband and kids and what I would tell them after the event. It boiled down to 2 scenarios. I
could either tell them:
-

“I crumbled and couldn’t do it! I backed out – I mean I was SO tired and it was all so last
minute! It wasn’t my fault!”
OR

-

“Hey, I completely smashed it!! It was brilliant. I didn’t believe that I could prepare in 24
hours for such a big event and I nailed it!”
MESSAGE TO THEM - which meant more to me than anything: “my kids, you can do
anything in life”.

I decided which message out of the two above I wanted to give my family after the event
and WENT FOR IT!
I made 7 sales on the webinar and 2 after the replay went out so I felt that pretty good ..I
knew I could improve from there and I did and I went on to charge more too!
BUT it all stemmed from good Headline Copywriting.. so let’s dive in.
Before we do, I forgot to tell you my headline! Here is the exact headline copy that won me
the competition (I coached businesses)
“How to Get 1st Page Google Results In Often Less Than 30 Days Without Any Techie SEO
& Thrash Your Competition” (I will break down and explain step by step why this worked in
Step 5 later)
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STEP 1 – Know Your Audience / Niche Better Than They Know Themselves
So, we all know that for coaches out there, the first step we need to take is to choose a
niche that resonates with us, where we either have the experience or knowledge to be able
to help achieve a transformation in someone else’s life.
OK, cool we got that.
If we are a coach and we don’t know our niche, there is no way we can start! We have no
idea on how to write copy that resonates with this niche, no idea on how to create that
“pulling factor” and no idea on what words to use that agitates our client to take the action
we want them to.
So, even though this step “choosing the right niche
for you” is not covered in this report, you cannot
move forward unless you know who you are trying
to help and you need to make it as specific as you
can.
And remember, if you are uncertain about your
niche at this stage, it is better to pick a niche after
some research & self analysis than it is to not pick a niche at all and procrastinate. If we pick
that niche and you find it is wrong for you after all or it is “weak” market, you can change!!
It is not set in concrete for the rest of your life.
Too many people fail at the start as they just cannot pick a niche as fear and doubt creeps
over them and they feel they are signing a marriage certificate for life. That’s not the case!
Then when you are ready to pull in clients, you then need to raise the level on your
copywriting skills in our Optin pages, Video case study pages, on our websites, in fact
anywhere – so you can achieve resonance with your prospective clients.
So let’s dive in to Step 2.
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STEP 2 – Know the Basics of Grabbing Attention and Tickling with Bait
Essentially, there are 4 things your headline copywriting needs to do for it to work like a
machine for you and you need to know them and memorise them.
1) Grab your potential clients attention and make them stop in their tracks (Attention)
2) Tickle their pain points & intrigue them (Interest)
3) Create a deep pull that that they just have to take action (Desire)
4) Make them take the desired action you want them to take (email optin, sale etc?)
(Action)
For those of you who don’t know, it is called rule of AIDA! Attention, Desire, Interest and
Action.
So, no matter what business you are in,
whether you are a life or business coach
helping someone to achieve a transformation,
through 1:1 coaching, group coaching or
online courses, you need to become a master of
headline copy.
Remember though that copywriting skills apply to ANYONE selling online; online
entrepreneurs selling physical products or information products, service based business
such as accountants or real estate or people offering Done For You Services such as
Facebook ads for business (I’ve done that for the Home Improvement niche). The list is
endless and does just not apply to coaches.
If you master copywriting for your services and when I say “master” I mean in your
headlines for your sales pages, video case pages or product pages, your conversions are SO
much better and your business takes off!
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STEP 3 – Know Their Pain or Desire & Be Compelling
OK, so this is the bit that gets saucy..I want you now to think of your own niche and
remember at this stage you have to know what niche you going to create a transformation
for! Remember that. So important! If you don’t know your niche, you can’t call them out
and break through the noise.
Here are some saucy tips that helps you write the copy:
Know your audience inside out and speak directly to them, Talk to a specific group of people
– so they think “OMG that’s written for me”!
In your headline copy, you need to touch on their main pain point but to do this, you need
to know them first! – we can find out about our niches pain points and what really grinds at
them and eats away at them by simply:
Ø Knowing already for ourselves - we may be in this niche ourselves or
achieved the transformation ourselves (weight loss, cast off addictions
made money in a specific way)
Ø Asking them (if you know people in your niche) – asking them the question
“what are you 3 biggest challenges?”
Ø Joining Facebook groups and forums and seeing what they say in these
places – what keeps cropping up that bothers this niche?
Ø Googling “what are the biggest challenges facing “whatever your niche is”
and see what comes up!
Ø Inviting people for strategy calls and help for free to discover insider
knowledge on what there main challenges are..
You need to know your audience better than they know themselves. Your knowledge of the
niche will also become clearer over time with the more exposure you have with them.
We then use this biggest pain point/(s) in our headline copy. If we don’t know it, we simply
cannot use it.
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STEP 4 – Be Specific So They Can See an End Point
This part is so powerful as people want to achieve their transformation in a time scale or in
steps that is acceptable to them i.e. they can visualise the end result.
So, if you can, putting a time frame in your header copy shows the client that it really isn’t
going to take the rest of their life to achieve this and it becomes so much more drawing,
achievable and possible for them. The shorter the time frame they can achieve this
transformation, the better but it has to be realistic
too.
Imagine me selling a product on “How To Get Your
Very First Client In 365 Days” - for a start most people
cannot even envisage a year down the line and
clinching only 1 client at that! Hardly a mind blowing
transformation in such a long time frame!
You want to be able to get them their result and massive transformation in a time frame
that is visible and touchable to them and as quickly and easily as possible.
So try and put a deadline or time frame on them receiving the transformation – eg. in less
than 6 weeks, 8 week program, less than 30 days.
If you can’t put a time frame on it, you can use “3, 5, or 7 Easy Steps to Achieving….” (for
some reason odd numbers work better!)
If it is monetary value you are promising, try and put a specific value on it (eg. £30,000 in 30
days) but the worst thing you can do is overinflate if you have never achieved this yourself.
If you have achieved this yourself, you can write the headline with confidence as you know
you achieved it.
Setting timescales, steps or monetary value really helps the client visualise achieving this for
themselves. It sets their expectations in terms of results they can get and when – this is way
more powerful than “wishy washy” vague headlines that have no boundaries.
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STEP 5 – Practice by Examples
So lastly, let’s dive into some REAL SECRET SAUCE examples that you can use and mould for
your own business. You can pick and choose which parts you like until you create your own
killer copy.
This is how I can come up with killer copy and I
suggest you do too; pick a nice clean, tidy and
quiet work environment with no distractions.
Then just write down all the things that come
into your mind about your niche revolved around
fixing their main pain point (that we uncovered
in Step 3) in the easiest and quickest possible way.
Just let 10 or 15 headlines just reel out of you and then after, you can access what has
emerged. Then, you can mix and match different parts of headline you have created to
create your killer copy!
In addition, here are some compelling phrases that you can use in your headlines that draws
the attention you need.

Use phrases such as:
Discover The New… (everybody wants to learn something new)
The Weird Tip/Trick to..
The 3 Secret Tips to..
The 5 Steps Revealed To..
Have You Heard About The Amazing Discovery..
Discover The Top 10 Steps To…
The 3 Step by Step Plan to becoming
How To Overcome..
How To Get..
Discover The Revolutionary…
The 7 Effective ways
Learn The Biggest Obstacle To..
Get the idea? Great…. So let’s get stuck into some examples.
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EXAMPLES YOU CAN USE
Here are some examples I have used for my own products & services throughout the years
that have got results!
“How to Get 1st Page Google Results In Often Less Than 30 Days Without Any Techie SEO
& Thrash Your Competition”
Let’s break it down:
The 5 Steps – creates and easy to follow feeling.
1st Page Google Results – most local & small service based businesses feel the pain of
not being found in Google.
Thrash your competition – in a large percentage of my strategy calls with this niche, the
thing that eats away at them is the fact that their main competitors rank above them
for their main industry keywords.
Less Than 30 days – the tactics I teach this niche to implement have been proven to get
them results in some cases in less than 30 days – creates a feeling of quick success.
No Tiresome SEO – this niche has been led to believe that it is far too techie for them to
achieve these results on their own without an SEO agency and these agencies charge a
fortune. That is NOT the case and I have proved it time and time again.
Other Examples of mine where we use a Heading & a Sub Heading
Discover The Free, Quickest and Easiest 3 Steps Online To Get a Flow of Enquiries &
Sales, Month In/Month Out Into Your Business or Franchise?
Without Having To Pay Money on Expensive Advertising That Often Doesn’t Work or
Without Getting Techie.
Discover How You Could Earn Up To £200 an Hour Installing a Simple Glazing Product
Into People’s Homes
You Only Need a Little Training and a Small Investment Learn From Someone Who
Works It and Can Prove It.
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Other general examples to fire your imagination!
I Help Young Girls Overcome Addictive Binge Eating And Feel In Control Of Their
Eating & Feeling Good By My 8 Week Transformation
Discover How To Burn Body Fat, Lose 2 Stone For Good In 60 Days Or Less Without
Dieting And Keep It Off.
And The Good News Is We Do Not Have To Give Up Our Favourite Treats!
Discover How To Make 3 Profitable Trades Every Day In 30 Minutes Of Your Free
Time Without Having To Give Up Your Day Job
How To Control Your Anxiety Attacks, Know The Triggers And How To Control Them
In 5 Proven Steps
Discover The Revolutionary Way To Give Up Smoking FOR GOOD With No
Substitutes Or Withdrawal Symptoms In 7 Proven Steps
It Is Not About Willpower Alone!
3 Advice Tips To Wives Whose Husbands Are Spend Thrifts And Can’t Save – By a
Wife To A Wife
And It Does Not Involve You Being A Nag Or Causing Any Rows.
To Conclude
I hope that really helps you in your message and marketing to your ideal audience. It is
simply getting on the same wavelength as your client and making them feel you really
understand them and have the answer to their exact problem.
So if you have identified a real need in the market where you can solve real pain, you have
learnt the art of attraction by clever copy AND you know where to find your ideal audience,
you are on a very healthy road.
Well what’s the next step? The next step is to learn the art of silent psychological persuasion
on strategy call when people book to talk to you so you can sign them up!
Knowing the secret to converting your ideal client with a clever sales script; that is another
topic that deserves a space of its own. Using the art of psychology and the mind to sell on
zoom, skype, over the phone – that is where you can really ramp the game up in your
business.
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Ready To Take The Next Step?
If you feel you are ready to take your business to the next level, I would love to spend 30
to 45 minutes with you, discussing your next steps in your business and helping you to scale
quickly without falling into all the time consuming pitfalls that I have in the past that
previously set me back years. Don’t let it set you back!
I can only talk to so many people though so if you
apply for a call, all I ask is that you click this link
HERE to schedule a call. If I can help great but If I
feel I can’t help you, I will be totally honest and say
so!

Good luck, stay focussed and persistent. Believe in your vision.

Elaine Sanderson
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